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Evaluation report on the habilitation thesis of Dr, N{ilan Kucharik

Numerical Methods for Quantity Remapping in the Context of Indirect
Arbitrary Lagrarrgian-Eulerian (ALE) Hydrodynamics

This cumulative habilitation thesis summarizes Dr. Milan kucharik's recent work on the
dclclopmcnt of physics-compatible conservative interpolation (rernapping) techrriques for Ar-
bitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods. In contra§t to mouolithic ALE formu]ations
which are well suited for simulating small deformations of snrooth fluid-solid intcrfaces, thc
methodology employed in this thesis belorrgs to the family of indirect ALE schemes designed
to lrandle arbitrary deformatiorrs and interactiorrs of multiple materials (fluids or solids) in a
robusi and realistic manner, The thesis begins with a concise introclrrction to the inrlirer:t AT,E
nrethodology which involves a Lagrangian mesh update, a rezoning step, and remapping of
data orrto the new rnes}r. The methods proposed in the ten journal articles that form the core
of this thesis provide new tools for overcoming nurnerical difficulties that arise when it comes
to lhe design of high-order schemes for constrained remapping (especiallv in applications to
systems of conserved quarrtities. evolving interfaces, and interacting materials).

The main accomplishments of this thesis, as sunmarized in Section 4,11, include ground-
breakirrg corrtributions to the rlesign and analysis of new remapping algorithms utilizing swept-
based and intersection-based approaches to calcrrla,tion <rf nr,tmerica,l fluxes. The improverrrents
proposed by Dr. Kucharik make it possible to use lneshes with changing conrtectivity, combine
different kinds of remapping so as to exploit their complementary advantages, artd ensure
preservation of essential physical properties (symmetry, conservation of kinetic energy) irr
remapping schemes for velocity fields, Níoreover, the lrybrid remapping concept introduced
by Dr. Kucharik and his collaborators ieads to dramatic gains in efficiency since expensive
calculation of intersection-based fluxes is restricted to a neighborhood of nraterial interfaces,
whereas the computationaily efficient swept-region version is employed elsewhere.



The Practical value of this imPressive work goes far beyorrd the use crf proposerl rrrethods inindirect ALE schernes anrl a,pplicaíirrrts to laser plasma Lydrodynamics which are revierved inClraPter 5, As a matter of fact, many ideas appeffi to ha.ue slgnificant merit in the context ofunstructured grid finite element rnethods for compressible gas áynamics, For this reason, I havebeen following the work of Dr. Kucharik and his coworkerJ with great interest in recent years,
In Particular, I believe that flux-corrected remapping (FCR) ."ň.*", prescntcd in papers 7and 8 will also significantv advance the state of thoariin the áesign oť ílux-corrected transport(FCT) algorithms and othcr invariant domain preserving limiting techniques for finite elementdiscretizations oť the compressible Euler and ideal N,íHĎ equatiJns. While reading paper 7 inmY caPacitv as reviewer of this thesis, 1 suddenly realized that the FCR aigor.ithrrr lreserrted inSection 4,5 (see also Sectiorr 5 of Paper 8) clefines tlre monrentum fluxes for bounds_preserving
ťemaP irt esserrtiallY the sarrre way as my coworkers and I do in a more recent paper onsequentiai FCT limiting for the Euler equations. A key advantage of this definition is the
PossibilitY of limiting the mass (density) in a segregated manner wlthout producing spuriousundershootsfovershoots in other quantities of interást (velocity, specific total cncrgy, vo]umefractions etc,) On toP of that, Dr. Kucharik's FCR algorithrn. ur" syrnmetry-preserving andhandle the kinetic cncrg'Y in a rvay which guarantees conser,ration of total ener*y. At themoment, I am not aware of anY high-resolution Eulerian or monolithic ALE scheme that wou]cl
Provide al] of these ProPerties on general meshes. Ilowever, I envisage that such scltetltes coul<]be develoPed using Physic§-aware limiting tools basecl r:ln f)r. Kucharik,s icleas.
Discretization, remaPPing, and limiting techniques that preserv€ so marry qualitative ploper_ties of the exact solution simultaneously without g.nurutirrg inordinate amour}ts of artificia]diffusion are extremely rare artd difficult to develop. Dr. kucharik,s contributions to the fie]dare highlY visible and insPirirrg. The introcluctory part of the thesis is very wel] rvritten and
Provides an cxccllcnt roadmap to the original pubiications. The aut}ror,s own contributiorrs
to joint work are clearly identified in Section 4. There is no doubt that Dr. Kucharik playecl a,leading ro]e in conducting the Presented research, Papers 9 arrtl 10 are coaut}rt_lr.ed by his phD
student Matej Ktima, The high quality of these pubiications (as well as several talks by Mr.Klima inclu<lirrg the orre I irrvited ]rirrr to give at our university in l\{arch 2017) demonstrateDr, Kucharik's abilitY to supervise PhD students leading them al] the way to the frontiers ofcurrent research and teaclring them to solve difficult reai-life problems, In tight of tlte above,it is mY Pleasure to recornmend that this outstanding habilitation thesis bc accepted,
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